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ABSTRACT 

 

 This thesis work is focused on developing novel printed reconfigurable antennas 

and their applications in current and future wireless communication systems. Some novel 

reconfigurable passive and active antennas are demonstrated in this thesis. 

Reconfiguration is achieved by employing PIN diodes. 

  Single microstrip feed polarization reconfigurable antennas were developed first. 

A reconfigurable stub loaded microstrip patch antenna with polarization switching 

between different polarization states was presented. Two stubs were connected at two 

corners of the microstrip patch by using two PIN diodes.  A reconfigurable V-shaped 

corner truncated microstrip patch antenna with switchable polarization was discussed. 

Circular polarization was achieved by truncating only one corner of the patch and 

switching in three different polarization states was achieved by using two PIN diodes. 

Both designs have good axial ratio (axial ratio < 3 dB) and impedance match (S11 < -10 

dB) at operating frequencies. Three polarization states i.e., left-hand circular polarization, 

linear polarization, and right-hand circular polarization were achieved in all proposed 

designs. V-shaped corner truncated polarization switchable reconfigurable antenna was 

tested at high RF power and measured its performance.  

 A compound reconfigurable microstrip patch antenna with polarization agility in 

two switchable bands was developed next. The proposed antenna was capable of 

operating in three polarization states, i.e., left-hand circular polarization, linear 

polarization, and right-hand circular polarization in two switchable frequency bands. 

Additionally, the impedance bandwidth and axial ratio bandwidth were enhanced by 

using proximity coupled feed. Microstrip-fed reconfigurable patch antenna with 

polarization agility in two switchable bands was tested at high power, and limits on 

operating power levels studied. Next, a novel high gain polarization switchable 

rectangular slot antenna was designed and demonstrated. It can be switched among three 

different polarization states, i.e., left-hand circular polarization, linear polarization, and 

right-hand circular polarization.  
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 A compact reconfigurable circular arc-shaped rectangular slot antenna was 

developed by using three PIN diodes. Further the impedance and axial ratio bandwidths 

were enhanced by replacing the circular arc-shaped rectangular slot with the circular slot. 

The measured overlapped impedance bandwidth for left-hand circular polarization and 

right-hand circular polarization was more than 1445 MHz (26.5%). The measured axial 

ratio bandwidths were more than 1412 MHz (25.9%). 

 An asymmetric coupled polarization switchable active integrated antenna was 

developed and compared with the symmetric coupled polarization switchable active 

integrated antenna. The transmitted power of an asymmetrical coupled active integrated 

antenna was 4.5 dB higher than that of symmetric coupled active integrated antenna 

under the same impedance matching condition. A new topology to reconfigure the 

radiation pattern in feedback-type oscillating active integrated antenna was proposed and 

demonstrated. Three states (main beam at θ = 0
0
, +30

0
, and -30

0
) of the radiation pattern 

were achieved from beam steering oscillating active integrated antenna. An oscillating 

active integrated antenna having switchable pattern among sum or difference was 

developed. This active integrated antenna had a null depth of - 12.45 dB from peak in the 

difference pattern. Further improvement in the null depth (-19.86 dB) was obtained from 

a modified active integrated antenna structure. The measured phase noise was better than 

-105 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset from carrier frequency in both patterns. The dc-to-RF 

efficiencies were better than 34.05%.  

 Slot antenna arrays with non-uniform amplitude excitations were developed to 

broaden the angular ranges of nulls. Two configurations of slot array were presented to 

broaden the angular range of null. Null broadening was achieved by varying the 

amplitude excitations of the slot elements. Broad nulls with null depth of ≤ -20 dB from 

peak were achieved in the angular range of 30
0
 for the first configuration and 45

0
 for the 

second configuration. Null switching was obtained from the second configuration and 

shifts the null from θ = ± 90
0
 to θ = 0

0
 and 180

0
 directions.  
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